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Američtí Army Rangers v sobotu zatkli architekta operace Warp
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300 milionů Američanů do ledna 2021, řekl zdroj z kanceláře

generála Erica M. Smitha Real Raw News.

Slaoui z velké části létal pod radarem po celou dobu Plandemic.

Média zřídkakdy zmiňovala jeho jméno a místo toho se zaměřovala

na veřejně vlivné osobnosti jako Fauci, Birx a Collins, což jsou státní

zaměstnanci, kteří mluvili lépe anglicky. Náš zdroj řekl, že Slaoui byl

odsunut do mediálního neznáma, protože administrativa si myslela,

že vypadá pochybně a že mu Američané nebudou věřit.

A Američané by měli pravdu, kdyby nevěřili muži, který strávil 30 let

jako vedoucí oddělení vakcín GlaxoSmithKline a pracoval v Moderně,

když si ho Trump vybral, aby řídil Warp Speed. V té době Trump

nazval Slaouie „jedním z nejuznávanějších mužů na světě ve výrobě a

vlastně i ve formulaci vakcín“, ale pouze papouškoval to, co

podřízené Michael Pence, Alex Azar, admirál Brtt Giroir a Robert

Redfield. řekl mu. Oni a další, řekl náš zdroj, byli součástí velkého

spiknutí s cílem oklamat prezidenta Trumpa, aby pověřil Slaouiho ve

vedení OWS.

Slaoui čelil kritice za to, že držel 10 milionů dolarů v akciových

opcích Moderna a pracoval jako poradce Brii Biosciences, firmy se

značnými čínskými investicemi. Aby se vyhnul střetu zájmů,

neochotně rezignoval na tyto pozice a poté začal spolupracovat s

tehdejším ministrem zdravotnictví a sociálních služeb Alexem

Azarem – který chválil Slaouiho jako „pravděpodobně

nejzkušenějšího a nejúspěšnějšího vývojáře vakcín na světě“ – na

urychlení Warp Speed.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že Slaoui, přestože odstoupil z Moderny, nadále

dostával platby přesahující 56 milionů $ poté, co FDA udělila 8.

prosince 2020 povolení k nouzovému použití Moderny.

Nicméně, armáda se méně zajímala o Slaouiho finanční motivaci než

o jeho vědomí, že experimentální vakcína Moderny zabila 34 ze 600

účastníků studie fáze II v červnu 2020. White Hats, řekl náš zdroj,
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nyní mají spoustu důkazů – vytvořené fyzické a digitální dokumenty

Slaoui – prokázal, že věděl, že vakcína způsobuje myokarditidu a

potenciálně smrtelné krevní sraženiny, ale nikdy tuto informaci

nezveřejnil, a to ani poté, co se ho Trump osobně zeptal, zda jsou

injekce skutečně bezpečné a účinné.

"Máme pokladnici s usvědčujícími důkazy o Slaoui." Tento chlap byl

jedním z největších narušitelů Plandemic. Dostali jsme dopis, který

napsal Penceovi, v němž uvedl, že ví, že vakcíny zabíjejí lidi a že

mohou vinit Trumpa z toho, že na veřejnost podstrčil operaci Warp

Speed. Máme spoustu dalších věcí, které budou k dispozici, až bude

čelit vojenskému tribunálu a doufejme, že bude oběšen. Měli jsme víc

než dost důkazů, abychom ho dostali,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Dodal, že k zatčení došlo poté, co generál Smith mluvil s

plukovníkem JD Keirseym, členem rady Bílého klobouku a velitelem

75. pluku Ranger, přední jednotky lehké pěchoty americké armády a

speciálních operačních sil v rámci Velitelství speciálních operací

armády Spojených států.

V sobotu ráno Rangers vyrazili na dveře Slaouiova domu o rozloze 7

500 čtverečních stop v Zebulonu v Severní Karolíně. Jeden z jeho tří

synů, Hussein Mohamad Abdul Slaoui, byl přítomen a vytáhl na

Strážce pistoli. Byl zastřelen a Strážci vzali Slaoui do vazby. Křičel:

„sajantaqim li allah“ nebo „Alláh mě pomstí“, když ho Strážci strčili

do civilního vozidla.

"Máme ho. Dostali jsme toho bastarda,“ řekl náš zdroj. "Je jen

jedním z mnoha." Ale my se na ně obracíme."

Kromě toho byl Slaoui vyhozen z funkce předsedy představenstva

Galvani Bioelectronics, dceřiné společnosti GlaxoSmithKline, v

březnu 2021 poté, co ho několik mladých zaměstnanců obvinilo ze

sexuálního obtěžování.
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Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 53 107 krát, 1 974 návštěv dnes)

 

ATTN; 

 
Biden, Piglosi & AOC zatkli konspiraci o 6. lednu 

MUSÍTE VIDĚT!!!

bitchute. 

 
com/video/1kkwimSNVrYw/

Get a recording to JAG & USMC!!!

Apparently there was a space craft that was spotted over south

eastern north dakota last week around 25 miles south of fargo, a lot

of people seen it but whats being said is it was round and massive,

these people that told me about this never recorded it because they

were driving north on the hiway at the time and that the roads were

icy and slippery and it was somewhere around 10pm. They said it

was huge, even from a distance where it was west of the interstate

hiway and that there were smaller craft that were coming & going

entering one side and leaving from another and the only way they

could see them was by a small red lights that they had. They spotted

the larger craft by two bright lights on either side of it. I asked them

how tall it looked like, and they said it was like four or five stories
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high. They also had said there were people that parked and watched

it up on the exits & entrances to the hiway too, so somebody saw

something.

 
These people were not kidding me, they were serious. So if you know

anyone that lives in that part of the country – check it out they might

know something about it.

 
I forget to mention that I asked them if it was triangle in the

beginning of our conversation and they said no it was absolutely

round.

Trump knew vaccines were bad so I dont buy for one second he was

listening to Pence or anyone. Q is partly a galactical federation

(meaning ET’s) they would’ve told Trump truth on vaccines.

 
Trump and a decision let people make their own choices and mitigate

the loss’s of life so he let it look as though he supported the

accelerated emergency vaccine.

 
We all had a choice and those crying they needed to take it to save

their jobs are full of shit. What good is work when your sick or dead.

Jobs then and now can be found for those willing to WORK.

 
Your responsibility for your own self and choices for Young children

but had NO right to put that poison in kids over the bs fear the msm

and gov, hollywooders were spewing. Why inject a kid who even the

health care system was saying if kid got it they had a less then .5% of

death just like any flu… Dumb fuks who killed their kids have a life of

horrible guilt to live with.

I don’t know what is more disgusting: the Politicians enlisting these

Swine in Lab Coats to kill us all, the Swine themselves, or the Media.

Well, since it’s a toss-up, just put all of them into a big fenced-in

arena and open up with mini-guns. Film at 11.

I like the idea of guns loaded with c-va****e instead. Then keep them

all penned up in there until the poison ends their sorry souls on the

way to hell.
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So when are they going to take out the bosses of the C D C AND THE

FDA they should all be held accountable as well

: } EVERY SINGLE < DAY >, AS I <>< PRAY FOR [ EViL > TO BE

“SWATTED” OUT OF “EXISTENCE”< ], I WATCH AS MY <><

PRAYERS ARE “ANSWERED”. <>< <>< GOD WiNS !! <><

I haven’t deleted any comments yesterday or today. Haven’t had time

to go throug what’s sitting in queues–about 300

But you are deleting comments, So what is the criteria for deleting

comments? CENSORSHIP is not the realm of liberal woke sociopaths

exclusively. Those media sites and outlets on the right or center right

practice CENSORSHIP as well. This being said there are NO

legitimate sides or players on either side of debate or discussion , just

two extremes , none of which believe in the 1st Amendment and the

exercise of FREE DEBATE , FREEDOM OF SPEECH , DISCUSSION

and FREEDOM of THOUGHT. Well NOW that we have this out of

the way, DISSENTING VIEWS are NOT ALLOWED at RRN. IF is not

RRN’s way, you can’t play, here.

DEAR MR. BAXTER, <>< LOVE, PEACE & UN~ENDING <><

PRAYERS. BTW : <IF> I HAD A “SiTE”, I WOULD { USE <MY>

FREEDOM OF “CHOICE” } , AS WELL AS > GOOD “JUDGEMENT”

<, TO < MANAGE THAT “SITE” >. : } TY , FOR YOUR “SITE”.

So Mr. Baxter , you DO REMOVE COMMENTS. Now we know that

CENSORSHIP is not only the realm of leftist , marxist , communist

,woke msm controlled media. Even more right, center-right media

sites such as RRN practice CENSORSHIP as well. THE 1st

Amendment is not respected or Honored possibly at any media

outlets or entities anywhere in the UNITED STATES of AMERICA ,

THE REPUBLIC. It looks as though there is nothing PURE or

RIGHTEOUS in the LAND of the FREE and HOME of the BRAVE. I
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made a comment very similar to this one about an hour ago , and it

was REMOVED. lets see how long this one exists before it is

removed.

Yep Rumble is doing it to, kind of funny we keep fighting for nothing,

clones are being made movie is going on? We are suffering more and

more, when is it going to stop, all keeps coming out is just what

they’ve done nothing’s being done about nothing no proof no nothing

we should just believe everything they say.

NOT AS > SORRY, AS YOU WILL BE, PROBABLY, WHEN YOU

FIND OUT { THERE WERE < 2 SIMILAR ONES >, OF WHICH THE

ONLY ONE LEFT ~IN~PLAY….IS THE “GOOD” ONE, WHICH {

209 WORLD COUNTRIES HAVE “PLEDGED” TO }. : } BTW : KEY

WORD IN THE DIFFERENCES IS …. ” REFORMATION”…

NOTHING~CAN~STOP~WHAT < IS> COMING ! <>< PEACE &

PRAYERS. <><

Ew. These people are SICK. the proverbial noose has already

tightened – birx, fauci, this guy… the cards are stacking, as it were.

Think of this , if the White Hats and JAG , had made formal press

releases of FAUCI and BIRX EXECUTIONS at the time of their

EXECUTIONS , JUST THINK OF ALL the TIME WASTED the bogus

msm and the the US CONGRESS debating, discussing and

INVESTIGATING on these CRIMINALS, TRAITORS and

TERRORISTS that have already been EXECUTED, JUDGEMENT

HAS ALREADY BEEN MADE. CONGRESS COULD BE DOING

OTHER THINGS, THAT ARE NOT BEING DONE.wtf

Congree is not worried about using time and money

correctly…….wow, just think if everyone did care…

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience
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mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 6 hours ago by Delavic

Do you think so? His ego bigger than the interest of we the people

IT IS ALL THERE, RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR FACE, you just

have to have enough common sense to RECOGNIZE IT.

TRUMP’S interests are NOT with WE THE PEOPLE, and have

NEVER BEEN WITH ,WE THE PEOPLE. SO maybe it is time to

WAKE -UP

Dave, you are 100%wrong, Trump cares more about we the people

than anyone in DC now for 40 years….

THINK IT WASN’T < “PART” OF THE <> PLAN <>, TO JUST LET

SOME /MANY [ EViL ], VIRTUALLY > “HANG” THEMSELVES < ? :

}

Michael, why are there always so many fewer comments as the day

goes on?? Are your pressured to remove the really good ones?

LOOK AT THIS LITTLE FAGGOT MUSLIM’S DAINTY LITTLE

HANDS ( BETTER TO PULL YOU OFF) MAY ALLAH SHIT DOWN

YOUR THROAT & RIP OUT YOUR INTESTINES WITH AN

ELEPHANT SIZED DILDO U LITTLE PEDOPHILE FAGGOT

BASTERD!! 1 MORE DOWN & 3,000,000 MORE TO GO….

Hey Big Ed. just go ahead and say what you really mean don’t beat

around the bucking fush! lol

Fry his ass in bacon fat and tape his screams for sasquatch research.

Announce his cash and assets seized right before he is whacked.

Allah akhbar habib…. You know the saying “I’ll Kill You!!!

http://www.payathome7.com/
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I propose his death sentence to be carried out by a firing squad, all of

the bullets having been dipped in bacon fat.

Mother fucking ARAB…. piece of SHIT. The White Hats should first

waterboard him, then make him eat pork….right before they

HANG HIM. The only good Arab…is a DEAD Arab. They are nothing

but filthy animals….anyway.

They should deport the rest of the family. No good can come of them

staying in our country to hurt us later.

WHY YOU SAY THAT BECAUSE THEIR GREAT MOHHAMED

WAS A FKN PEDOPHILE CHILD MOLESTER? BECAUSE HE WAS

A PROVEN PEDOPHILE. MARRYING KIDS.

Not only pedo, but memed was a famous rapist,killer as well. He

raped all the girls and women before tossed them to his follower to

enjoy those girls and women as well

WOW, YOU >DRiP OF “RACiST IDEOLOGY” <. I HAVE KNOWN

MANY ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL “SOULS”, OF ARABIC DECENT.

U R > DISCUSTING > & EMBARASSING. THE ONLY “FILTHY

ANIMAL ” , IT APPEARS, IS YOU> AT A “POSTING” VENUE.

Looks like we’ve at least got Mike Pence dead to rights on treason

with that letter. That would be enough to get all Pence’s

communications from the FISA court – considering that they’d give a

ham sandwich access to the NSA database if it claimed it was made

by a Democrat or an FBI agent.

MIKE PENSE IS ANOTHER PEDOPHILE WHO FKKD YOUNG

BOYS AS HE STRANGLED & KILLED THEM HIS LAST COUNT

WAS 178 DEAD LITTLE BOYS BECAUSE OF THAT DEVIANT

MURDERER. JOHN ROBERTS OF THE SUPREME COURT IS NO

BETTER. THEY R ALL SATAN WORSHIPPING SCUMBAGS.

YEAH….I heard that about Pence. Is that the REAL Pence…or, a

clone ?? He somehow looks different.
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Maybe white hat could try to find the frequency of the detonator if

Pence has HDX planted inside his body. If it matches and hit the

button.. you will see beautiful firework at work

Well Berger was incompetent enough to get caught and tortured

driving alone on a rural highway, no wonder they are so slow at

picking these people up. One a day would take 50 years to get them

all.

Supposedly….he’s getting out of the hospital today. Too bad…the

White Hats can’t have him arrested, too. The turkey neck son-of-a-

Bitch. He’s just another RINO…Trump hater.

All this supposed evidence and still hiding it from the people! The

people that are still getting vaccines and dieing! Looks to me like

white hats are part of the problem, not the solution.

The only thing that confuses me about President Trump was his

support for the death jab. Other than that, he has shown that he loves

our US Constitution, the Word of God and we the people.

The article stated Slaoui and more were giving President Trump false

information about the jab so he could take the blame for the deaths &

illnesses.

Any recent DJT statements to that effect were probably from a clone.

I have seen this in several articles elsewhere.

DON’T YOU REMEMBER TRUMP SAYING “YOU SHOULD HAVE

TOLD ME” WHEN 1 OF THESE SCHMUCKS WAS MAKING AN

ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT THE DEATH SHOT. THE WHITE

HATS ALREADY EXECUTED THE BLACK SCUMBAG WHO WAS

TRUMP’S ADVISOR ON THE CLOT SHOT. HE BE DEAD ALSO.

The smuck was Mike POMPEO, back in April of 2020. Pompeo was

on the stage during the Press Conference when he ( Pompeo ) made

the comment about the covid vaccines being a DoD countermeasures
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” exercise “, that is when Trump made his comment ,” you should

have told me that “. That was in 2020, TRUMP still went on to push ,

the VAXX.

TRUMP was clued into the VAXX, long before he became US

President, when he was meeting with PEDO- Bill Gates, so enough

bullshit,

This sounds like progress. When will the White Hats stop the Deep

State from continuing to mandate these shots on the UC college

students in California?!? It’s beyond outrageous that these evil

cretins are still allowed to force these jabs on innocent young people!

Enough is enough! Michael, what can we do? When will the White

Hats protect these young students?!?

I have family in UC California colleges. They do not know how

deadly, Russian-roulette these vaccines are. Very scary!

May I respectfully suggest showing this RRN article to them. It’s the

least you can do. I suppose you trust these articles right? Blessings,

🙏🙏🙏

The students in the UC colleges in CA can file for a religious

exemption and bybass getting it, so can those going to Cal State

colleges. The community colleges didn’t even enquire about

vaccinations beginning fall semester of 2022. I agree the

“requirement should be completely dropped as there’s no benefits to

them whatsoever.

Well , WE ALL KNOW Mr. Putin made his move, White Hats are

waiting on JAG , like they do for EVERYTHING ELSE.

Nope. not unless it has their spin on it. They cannot afford to bite the

hand that feeds them. Either they continue to lie and get paid for it or

they get their lives ruined.
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Allow me to play devil’s advocate here. What if the MSM is one of

great actors that play in this good movie that Q tells us to enjoy. Just

saying. Blessings, 🙏🙏🙏

No Delavic the MSM are directly responsible for the deaths that

resulted from people having the WRONG information. They are the

main ones complicit for this debacle. And, if Q tells us to enjoy well

he is, most likely, a nut-case. There is nothing to enjoy about this.

Our relatives are dying from the jab. To hell with Q and his stupid

popcorn. This is not a good movie. I am going to lose nine family

members here to the jab.I have not had the jab and I never will., but

half my family members will die.

Q is a PSY-OP, they are playing the leading roll, Q hooked you and so

many others. LoL

Agree. He looks like the cabal Gen. Soleimani that PDJT & our great

military already took out.

It still makes trump look like an idiot.

 
I zm a metalworker and knew the jab meant DEATH.

 
I can’t get work no money running out of food most of the time.

 
One thing I do have a brain and life Nirvana.

 
I couldn’t believe someone like Trump could be SO stupid.

even the smartest people can fall for it. only a few worthy ones like

nikolai tesla, admiral bryd, who else? can break the cycle.

We still don’t know if Trump really fell for the trick.

Trump recommended Hydroxychloroquine.

 
Trump said shots would be available, for those who wanted them.

Saying that shots would be available for those who wanted them,

 
may have been an open doors for the cabal to produce a fake Trump,

 
and bioweapon shots.

We do not know for sure.
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The news media is our worst enemy.

For now, treat the item as a “variable X” in the equation.

 
Solve it later when we get confirmation.

You got that right. Trump and We the World have been so lied to.

This man is going down for his crimes and will swing up from a rope.

For what he knew and did, you dont get off easy! you get the worst

punishment, death. No deals!

TRUMP is COMPLICIT , he is a CONSPIRATOR, now that things are

being revealed he wants to be seen as the useful IDIOT, thinking this

will get him off- the – hook and he can still be US PRESIDENT.

The thing with the attempted vaccine genocide was this. Trump

made the Deep State jump ahead of their schedule by declaring

Operation Warp Speed early, then giving Americans a CHOICE on

whether to get vaxxed or not. Had Trump not declared this when he

did, the cheating Dems would have cheated Biden into the White

House, then declared that ALL Americans had to get the shot. (Now

in the process of this, the White Hats and Trump were operating a

giant sting operation to catch the genocidal traitors in the act, then

arrest them and publicize it to wake up all Americans still asleep.

People did lose their jobs that WISELY did not take the vaxx, but

some did take the vaxxes. I have read recently that only 5% if the

shots were actually weaponized, thanks to the White Hats). What

Trump actially did was catch these bastards red-handed in their

long-planned extermination of humanity, and they are now being

dealt with as we speak, e.g. exposed and executed.) RIP to the ones

that died from the jabs, but it could have been much worse. Now the

Cabal, the Khazarian Mafia, the evil Vatican and British Royaly have

been taken down, and the world is changing. Don’t forget too,

NESARA is here and the monies and benefits are in the pipeline for

300 million Americans.
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I am still waiting to read about Soros and Schwab , every day when I

go for a walk through the woods and look up only to see the chem

trails jets spraying that crap to block out the sun I think about these

two evil demons . I only hope I live long enough to see them and their

cohorts removed from this earth .

I’m with you HarryL. Last week the Chem trails were terrible in Los

Angeles. It needs to stop.

Is it possible that current chem trails are beneficial to us? So much I

do not know.

I have heard that the white hats have taken over chem trail

operations and using them to heal the previous damage. Very few if

any complaints about spraying causing health problems or plant

damage..

I guess you haven’t noticed there are no bees or butterflies to

pollinate the crops. Monsanto to the rescue, eh? Also I DO see all our

family members and friends come down with weird stuff after the

chemtrails. Weird fungi and weird mould, weird viruses and tons of

things. I notice it. If the white hats have taken over I would like them

to be fired! It is the AF doing this to us. To their own people….

I’m in LA too. Recent chemtrails seem to be causing a lot of nasal

congestion. 2+ months of steady rain, even hail, is unprecedented.

The highest snow ever in mountain areas also. I see some peoples

roof tops completely covered in snow and for the floods on lowlands,

cars half in water in whole neighborhoods. The all day misty fine

drizzle is another unprecedented event. The weather is this way

because some entities are “cloud seeding” and some videos explain it

well.

The proof it’s evil I guess, is they can’t be bothered to do the Mohave

desert.
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Now why would the DS poison their own followers? Someone

suggested that the snow and flooding in parts of California is most

likely the result of climate engineering. This move is like a double

edge sword that solves the drought issue while the State is using it to

get disaster funding. Just like the wildfires if you recall. Blessings, 🙏
🙏🙏

Because they are clones and do not care! They aren’t going to be here

anyway and they want to take as many of us down as they can. And

check out the images of the wildfires. It is climate engineering like

you mentioned. Houses burned to cinders and cars melted in the

driveways, yet trees still stand, leaves are intact, next to the melted

cars and houses that are reduced to cinders. That is what you call

DIRECTED energy weapons.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Windtalker

I’m in FIMA Region 10 and haven’t seen the sun all winter except for

just a few days due to chem trails. I follow Above Ground World

News on YouTube for the latest on geoengineering

I watch him to. He is very knowledgeable about the weather. Needs

our prayers for his healing with his health issues.

According to one report, the younger George Soros betrayed his

fellow Jews by followed the example of his “Christian godfather,”

who was conferred the awesome responsibility by his father to

protect the young George from the Nazis when the family got split

up.

 
The fact that this evil man not only served the Nazis, became a

billionaire, and had a family when millions of innocent Jewish people

were slaughtered along with their own families just for being who

they were, and this man breaks international economies in Malaysia

and the Bank of England, not to mention finances deep state
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politicians to destroy the human race to place the secret cabal

members and on top of that, threaten President Trump for stopping

all that is reprehensible to me.

I would say it qualifies as Crimes Against Humanity. I’d like to see

them go to Gitmo, AND the people that manufacture the poisons,

order the poisons, load them on the planes, and fly the planes that do

the spraying. All guilty. I was ordered to is not an excuse.

Raleigh, NC and Chapel Hill, NC are a beehive of satanic bio-weapon

research. As someone who lived there for many years, I can attest,

UNC Chapel Hill is EEVIL – one of the most damnable, libtard, anti-

American, muzzie, tranny, marxist freak shows on earth.

And all these years I thought Raleigh and Chapel Hill were white,

Christian conservative places with a lot of wealth.

So far, 263 million Americans have received at least one dose of a

CV19 death jab —78.6% of the population. Which leaves only 22% of

the 300 million Americans that are unvaccinated from this CV-19

Death Jab. Total of 66 million unvaxed Americans.

The four pharmaceutical companies Pfizer Moderna AstraZeneca and

J&J have made over 12.7 billion doses of death Jabs. The population

of the world is 7.8 billion.

The last I heard was 5.4 billion men women and children are

physically affected by the CV19 BIOWEAPON DEATH JAB.

It’s an all-out War to take back Humanity. The military Marines need

to just shoot on the spot and kill every one of these CEOs of these

pharmaceutical companies Pfizer Moderna AstraZeneca and J&J.

Every vial of these CV 19 bioweapon death Jab need to be disposed of

and burned incinerated. The manufacturing building (138) need to

be burnt down.
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It seems to be very ineffective as a death jab. The vast majority of

those 268 million are still alive.

According to life insurance policy companies 2.5 million people are

dying monthly from the deathjab.

The VAERS reports only 1%. These sick Psychopaths when they

released their vials had different batches that were more deadlier

than others.

They targeted the senior citizens in nursing homes, there’s

approximately 25,514 nursing homes in the United States. The frail

and the elderly.

CVS Pharmacy was behind the genocide of these elderly senior

citizens in these nursing homes throughout the United States.

Every vaccine they have made since the 1950s was meant to

depopulate the population of the United States and the world.

There’s no such thing as a virus, they manipulate these infections

through monkey kidney cells, rat cells, bovine cow blood, aborted

fetus cells.

They inject you with these poisonous infection that destroy your

natural immune system to fight off infection.

The victims of the CV19 injection have VAIDS. Their white blood cell

count has been destroyed where they are easily infected with any

type of opportunistic infection because their body is not able to fight

off the infections.

It’s been about 9 months since Pfizer release their clinical reports on

the 1200 adverse reactions from just one injection.

You need to look up Pfizer adverse reaction for yourself.

Last edited 9 hours ago by CD22
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Think about CVS…

They are complicit! CV = Corona Virus. S is … Surprise!!!!, the 19th

letter of the alphabet. Just coincidence I suppose, nothing to see

here.

Isn’t that something. They’re underlining meaning right in front of

our own eyes.

There is current population 1,390,000 elderly that were inject CV19

Jab by CVS pharmacy techs that went throughout the nursing homes

in the United States. Just one injection they probably received a

multiple of four injections two initial shots and two boosters.

Medicare pays $40 for each injection times four is $160* 1.39 million

residents equals how much money CVS Pharmacy made in one year

alone in 2021.

CVS Profit from elderly senior citizens living in nursing home

facilities

 
$222,400,000

The number of residents that were living in the nursing home

facilities in 2021 was 1.39 Million after the injection they had 1.29

million.. Within the first year over 100,000 senior citizens died from

the injection alone.

I think the normies that believe in the CV19 injection are on their

four booster counting the two initial shots.

Just for FYI all these INJECTION that they’re coming out with all

have mRNA technology in them. Snake venom peptides. The flu shot,

shingle shot, Covid boosters.

Denial is a form of coping mechanism when people don’t want to

believe the reality or what is actually going on around them.
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This atrocity is affecting the entire population of the world every man

woman and child and every living creature God has created on this

beautiful Earth.

Well they didn’t time it so everyone would die at the same time. You

give it a couple more years, and their body systems will shut down

one by one until they die. Oh, and Life Insurance companies are not

paying out for those that got the jab and, as well, the medical system

discloses your status to the Life Insurance companies.

That’s the worst part. People can lose friends and family members to

the stab and never even know it. VAERS has a database of all the

sicknesses and symptoms the shots produces. but many never link

them to the stab in the first place. They think, wrongly, that just

because they experience no ill effects from the shots, that the jabs are

not causing these sickness and deaths.

Those that have at least the first jab , have 3 to 5 years before DEATH

or SEVERE HEATH ISSUES which will ultimately lead to their

DEATHS. But you never know, countermeasures can be discovered

or created. NEVER GIVE UP PEOPLE ,NEVER!

Last I heard, we were pushing 9B. Not long ago, it was only 4.7B. I

wonder who’s doing the counting?

the ones counting are the parasites of mankind, the masked morons!.

Because every one alive should know that only thieves and robbers

wear masks in the movies. Remember good ol Harry Reid? He comes

from a family of train robbers. Put a mask on him with a black

cowboy hat, he be one

They tell you it’s 8 billion people. But you have to take into

consideration each country the amount of people that have died from

his deathjab is not reported.

The birth rate in the world has completely stopped. Women who are

vaccinated with the CV19 are unable to carry their infant to full term.
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Recently in the United States alone 22 babies are born still birth

monthly and there’s over 6,093 hospitals in the United States.

22 STILLBIRTH X 6,093 HOSPITALS =134,046 per month X 12

months =1,608,552 stillbirth

1,608,552 stillbirth X 209 Countries =336,187,368 stillbirth affecting

worldwide for one year.

336,187,368 × 10 years = 3,361,873,680

 
3.3 billion stillborns – no population growth.

Horrible, the illuminati is winning the depopulation war.

 
In the United States alone, 4,000,000 babies are born every year.

Factor in 1,500,000 abortions, that makes 5,500,000; 24,000

stillbirths and 1,000,000 miscarriages, that’s 6,524,000 born every

day in America if there were no pregnancy losses.

 
And that’s not counting vasectomies at 527,476  per year and which

increased stratospherically after Roe v. Wade was overruled

(permanent); tubal ligations at 546,000 to 789,000 every

year(permanent); Nuvaring (permanent); Norlant (permanent), in

2018, nearly 475,000 women received the DMPA injection

(permanent); Plan B (permanent) and other non-permanent

methods used to prevent conception.

 
The New World Order has imposed a total global ban on newborn

life, and they are winning.

 
One man whose wife lost her baby said he checked the stats, and said

up to 40% of all pregnancies are miscarried. IMO I think it’s closer to

50% of all pregnancies,

The MASS GENOCIDE of ALL EARTH’S HUMANITY is a SATANIST

JEW AGENDA and OPERATION , XENA, so you keep praising your

Chosen ASSHOLES, yeah , keep KISSING KIKE ASS!

Usually miscarriages happen within the first trimester of pregnancy.

It’s usually a hormonal imbalance or the opening near the cervix is

not able to completely close.
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Natural miscarriages are a sign that the fetus has not attached itself

correctly to the lining of the uterus.

But in this day and age these miscarriages are happening because of

the CV-19 injection is highly toxic causing miscarriages during any

stage of pregnancy. Babies are being born stillborn.

Abortion clinics were created by our government as a depopulation

program since 1916, Brownsville New York, targeting certain ethnic

groups.

Every government around the world is guilty of mass murdering of

human life.

Better yet, Fedex him to Iran or Syria or Afghanistan where he gets

the “special treatment” for being a sexual deviant

Be careful what you say. Ladies these days are recording their gym

workouts and accusing every male that glances at them of rape.

Sad state of affairs. Bitch women ruining people’s lives. And I’m a

woman. I would never do such a thing.

That’s you. You have honor.

 
This sick, evil, depraved hatred of good nice men by bitch women

ruining lives is what is making men hate women.

 
Women need to be careful about how to treat nice men — not talking

about the evil bastards that hurt and abuse and kill women. Good

men are being ruined and abused by bad women, and bitch women

give good women a bad name. Good women can’t date, can’t get

married, can’t have babies with the good men they love, because the

men are too burned and betrayed to ever love women again. Just like

good women are burned and abused by evil men, they are ruined by

them, and consequently refuse to love or have babies with good men

ever again.

 
THAT’S REALLY SICK.

 
At this rate, if bitch women continue this misandrist stupidity and
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evil abuse of good, nice men and ruining lives, those artificial wombs

will be used to make babies without the woman and MEN WIN. Men

will be the gods of reproduction and women will be repudiated and

rejected and viewed as useless to carry the babies now.

 
Sex is now dirty and forbidden and immoral for making babies, for it

will take the place of happy sex in their love beds and diamond

wedding rings and rose petals — in favor of Frankenbabies made to

order by misogynistic men without the love and natural affection.

Probably with thick hatred and vile disregard because they have a

penis. In their view, the hate men because men are the problem, men

are evil because they have a penis, and they are ruining the world for

women. It goes both ways, but they don’t think about it like that.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Xena

That’s awful! What the hell if that!? First men in the church are

mistreating women for existing, now women in the gym are

mistreating men for existing?

Thanks Michael. The “aside” remark is important because Slaoui was

a homosexual predator in the workplace, and no doubt, a pedophile

that stalked young boys, too. Slaoui is an Arab from BROWN Family

who lie, cheat, steal, and murder WHITE family from Biblical to

Modern times.

Rothschild, King George, and Popes herded/herd NON-White

families and Jew, Catholic, and Muslim religions into America

knowing well in advance that NONE of the humans were/are

permitted in America by authority of the Founding Father’s

IMMIGRATION LAW … the only authority … same as the

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, and CONSTITUTION with

its BILL OF RIGHTS … all of these instruments together are lawful

and binding as ORIGINALS until JUDGMENT DAY!
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The NON-White humans now account for 80% of America’s

population, whereas WHITE family now accounts for 20% of the

population. Let’s make this picture clearer: 1964 Civil Rights Act and

1965 Immigration Act DISPLACED THE WHITE FAMILY IN

AMERICA in totality. WHITE Family is prohibited jobs, housing, and

education to expedite their deaths. But death wasn’t fast enough so

COVID19 jabs were to fulfill the agenda that Alzheimer jabs did not.

WHO DOES WHITE FAMILY TURN TO FOR HELP? FATHER

JESUS! What does HE say? HE said, “I shall compel all aliens out of

America simultaneously for their ‘unworthy intentions’ in America.”

You read it correctly … ALL ALIENS AFTER 1776.

WHITE FAMILY: GIVE THANKS TO ALMIGHTY FATHER JESUS

WHO LOVES YOU, AND CHOSE YOU AS HIS “ARMY” TO

“PROTECT HUMANKIND AND ERADICATE EVIL WHERE YOU

ARE SCATTERED UPON EARTH.

“Our source said Slaoui was relegated to media obscurity because the

administration thought he looked shady and that Americans

wouldn’t trust him.”

HA HA – Yeah…that’s an understatement I’d say. This cuck looks

like a rug salesman from a Moorish Marketplace dressed up in a suit.

He’d look much better with a bullet between his eyes I say. Anyway…

good to hear they got him (and his vexatious terrorist son too)! I

hope the white hats have managed to seize/capture all his assets as

well. Are we ever going to be able to eradicate these cockroaches

from the interior of our borders? Sigh.

Last edited 13 hours ago by BIG E

Father Jesus said, “I shall compel all aliens out of America

simultaneously for their ‘unworthy intentions’ in America.”
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As for me, I have my lawn furniture set out and a committed, waiting

crowd to throw confetti, fly balloons, and blow kazoos as billions of

ALIENS cross America’s borders with no return ever again until

Father Jesus remakes Earth for HIS devoted obedient humankind!

Mark Roberts: The fake installed administration did not pick her and

she is not black

 
patriots4truth.org/2021/03/31/kamala-harris-shielded-by-british-

pilgrims-society/

This MF is 100% pure shit! Yeah…”Allah and Obama will save me”…

should have been your last words! I hope the rope that they hang you

with has a malfunction and you do a slow horrible death. Even that,

would be too good for you! 🙂

Another evil vaccine demon gets arrested. I still don’t understand

why our government is made up of 90% foreigners!! These dogs have

no love or loyalty to our country. This one thinks “Allah” will save his

evil rump!! He will soon be joining allah in his forever home!! I like

how they eliminated the son when he pulled a gun on them. Explain

that dead body NC!! Prayers for the White Hats and DJT as they

continue to arrest and vaquish as much evil as possible from our

country and around the world!!

I’ve never understood that either. Every government office I’ve ever

had dealings with, the employee could barely speak English. Had to

drop classes in College where the teacher could not pronounce

English. My kids in school had foreign teachers that could not speak

English, but don’t any Americans dare complain or they yell racist at

you, use cancel culture to destroy you financially, lose your job etc.

Slaoui shouted, “sayantaqim li allah,” or “Allah will avenge me,” as

the Rangers shoved him into a civilian vehicle. (Straight to GITMO

then to the gallows. Hang that bastard!)

Yeah, your gniKCUF allah will have to avenge you from hell and fight

it out with natas (read backwards).
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Go to hell A-Hole. And when you get there, real soon, meet the rest of

your kind, the evil corrupt pedo cabals, the luciferians, the three

clintons, two bushes, rumsfeld, c. powell, s, rice, l. lynch, j. brennan,

j. comey, scarf lady Dr. birx, their new members fetterman and

feinstein, and many more democrats and their supporters.

Yeah, let us depopulate this world with this evil demonic pedos.

Once they’re all gonners, depopulated, let’s stop depopulating and

this world of ours and everyone else will live in peace.

GOD Bless America and the World!

Last edited 13 hours ago by 45-GreatestEver.GOD’sBlessingToUSA.

A Russian general in their Defense Ministry has come out with

evidence of U.S. bio-labs in Ukraine and their effort to increase “gain

of function” in various deadly viruses. The U.S., probably CIA, built,

funded, and staffed these labs and their crimes against humanity. It

will probably go to the World Court and the U.S. will send Victoria

Nuland, or Susan Rice, or some other low-life, criminal dirt bag, who

will lie through their teeth, and since Russia has been made the bad

guy, nothing will happen. But I have faith that the White Hats will

take an interest and punish these folks accordingly. They should be

injected with their own poison.

I suggest 100 jabs vials IV, wide open over 20 minutes, and watch

them clot up and die. If nothing happens quickly repeat the protocol

every hour to find the minimal lethal dose. Tied down, Ala “A

Clockwork Orange” with their eyes taped open watching videos of

their crimes.Then we’ll know how much needed overtime to send

others to HELL.

That is so horrific. They were hoping it was the final curtain for

America. This government needs to be dismantled and every

psychopath and sociopath that committed these crimes against

humanity arrested and sentenced to death.
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It would be easier if the military took control of a small island carpet

bomb the hell out of it made sure there was no food no water no

shelter.

Unload the cargo planes of all these Psychopaths and evildoers onto

the island. They probably need about 10 cargo planes and load up all

these 500,000 evil doers and drop them off on the island.

Make sure these criminals are strip naked handcuffed and ankles tied

before booting them off the plane.

For their final curtain military needs to just drop tons of Aging

Orange pesticide and Fire Bomb the entire Island.

Leave the lie with “President Trump was deceived… blah, blah, blah…

 
The Trump clone knew exactly what it was doing because it is the

controlled opposition.

 
The real D. Trump was saved from bankruptcy twice by the reptilian

Rockefeller, so he had to become the servant of the reptile. Probably

the real D.Trump was executed on the order of the reptilian because

no order would have executed her.

 
The current Trump Clone, the seventeenth since 1989, changed from

2 to two years, has done everything as

 
Rockefeller dictated to him. But the White Straw Hats didn’t tell us

even today if they were looking for the molars of Clones Trump when

they called him to see the drunken whore Pelosi as she was going to

be hanged.

 
And the White Straw Hats are controlled by Rockefeller.

Don’t be fooled by the Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) sideshow, what’s

really happening is that the Rockefeller/Biden horror show is

exploding. Let’s be clear, so-called President Joe Biden, Janet Yellen,

the Rockefellers, etc. they are all criminals who are about to face

justice. To see what a joke this regime is, watch the so-called “leader

of the free world” say “he had to take the top of my head off a few

times to see if I had a brain…”. No wonder dementia care facilities in
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Russia are using Biden on their posters. Do you think these guys will

stay in control by saving themselves with their money? No, they will

all be bankrupt and sent to prison. What happened with the $209

billion SVB is that the insiders withdrew all their money from the

bank only to have Janet Yellen step in to restore their funds.

Canadian Intelligence sources say it was just a massive bribery

operation that won’t fool anyone. Consider this: Silicon Valley Bank

(SVB) CEO Jospeph Gentile was a former executive at Lehman

Brothers’ Global Investment Bank before the bank’s public collapse

in 2008. Gentile left Lehman in 2007 with just a year before it went

bankrupt in 2008. All this sideshow was meant to distract from the

much bigger news of the US CORPORATION going bankrupt and

with it the entire Khazarian mob control grid. This is why the head of

the Nazi EU, Ursula von der Leyen, met on March 10 with fake

“President” Joe Biden to “begin discussions on the establishment of a

global club of critical raw materials.” In other words, they are

“starting the talks” after they have already been cut off from stealing

raw materials from the rest of the world. In a clear sign of this, the

government-owned Perth Mint was caught last week selling 100

tonnes of impure gold bullion to Shanghai in a desperate bid to raise

funding for the FRB. This is only the tip of the iceberg. The gold

vaults of the BIS and the Swiss central bank are empty and no

explanation has been given as to where the gold went. At the highest

level of the world financial system, only real stuff like gold is

accepted, so if they don’t have gold, they don’t have a dollar. They are

cut not only by gold, but also by oil. This is what was behind the

announcement made by Iran and Saudi Arabia that they will start a

military alliance in cooperation with China. After this

announcement, the head of the Iran/China Chamber of Commerce

tweeted “Comrades pour all the saved dollars into the market”. This

means that the Rockefeller petrodollar has been consigned to the

dustbin of history. The US dollar is now officially the UN dollar and

is no longer controlled by the UNITED STATES CORPORATION.

The UN dollar is backed by gold and commodities, but is no longer
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controlled by the Khazarian mafia. In other words, all those “dollars”

that Janet Yellen is giving her co-criminals are not supported by

reality. This will be obvious to everyone in a short time. The KM

financial system will implode, that is a mathematical certainty. The

bankruptcy of SVB is just a distraction from the much bigger

collapse, now confirmed…”

Well since these bastards existed pre-flood, your 20 years isn’t that

impressive. What are YOU doing to take them down? Criticizing

those risking their lives to do so. Oh what courage!

I have to say, I was pretty pissed at Trump too for pushing that

damnable jab. I honestly believer he was duped, however, he

absolutely should have been wiser than that. Many of us didn’t get

duped by that satanic mark of the beast vaxx. Why did he? He is

human I guess.

Trump made it perfectly clear….it’s up to you, if you decide to take it.

He NEVER ordered it given, that was alllllll Biden!!!!!

You’re absolutely right. His OWS prevented the DS from mandating

lockdowns which would have given them time to perfect the clot

shot. Had the DS been successful in mandating the shot, who knows,

we’d all be hurting to say the least facing the possibility of blood

clots, AIDS and cancer. Lord help us. Blessings, 🙏🙏😂

Folk may rubbish your words but much adds up.

 
clones if the original is dead only last 2/3 yrs.

Real Trump needed bail outs.

Died in the Chopper crash ?

6 rallies in a day �

Clones can be controlled, or switched.

Should find out soon.
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